Spelling Review with Sentence Types

**Statements** are sentences that tell a fact and end with a period (.)

Use each of these words in a **statement sentence**:

three, scrap, string, and thrill

Underline each spelling word.
Exclamatory Sentences are sentences that are said with strong feelings and end with an exclamation point (!).

Use each of these words in an **exclamatory sentence**: scream, strong, and strange

Underline each spelling word.
**Imperative or Commands** are sentences that tell you to do something and end with a period (.) or an exclamation mark (!).

Use each of these words in an **imperative/command sentence**:

throw, scrape, spray, and scratch

Underline each spelling word.
Questions are sentences that ask something and end with a question mark (?).

Use each of these words in a question sentence:
street, spring, strange,